New Generations?
We know 3 quark-lepton generations -more can exist IF new quarks, new leptons are heavy (Tevatron, LEPII, Z width).
Higgs mechanism of mass generation, η = 246 GeV and since Yukawa coupling constant f HQq which equals f = m q /η should not be too large (stability of higgs potential, unitarity of Qq scattering amplitude) quarks of new generation should be reachable at LHC.
Soon we will know if extra generation(s) do exist.
Heavy particles at low energies
Heavy particles contributions to low energy observables: QED 1. t -quark contribution to α -divergent, nonextractable from data; 2. t -quark contribution to muon anomalous magnetic moment -suppressed as α 2 (m µ /m t ) 2 , decouples.
What about QAD ? 
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No2PPT -Prosper -p. 7 In Fig. 10 .4 of E -L review one can see that both Standard Model point S = T = 0 and just described new physics points are on the border of the allowed 1σ domains.
generation with 120 GeV higgs

C versus DCPV puzzle
where C 00 is direct CP asymmetry in B d (B d ) → π 0 π 0 decay. 2 sigma instead of 4.5 sigma discrepancy (which can be a statistical fluctuation).
